
Component 1: Photography
Standard Mark – 32

AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 TOTAL
Mark 7 8 8 9 32
Level 3 3 3 3

Just 
emerging 
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competent 
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emerging 
competent 
ability
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emerging 
competent 
ability

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:

Growing control
Broadening

Endeavour



Examiner comments
This Photography Component 1 digital submission includes a series of interconnected projects with several printed outcomes referenced within this 
presentation. Images of work selected here reflect the characteristics of work within Performance Level 3, Emerging Competent with a mark of 
32/72. 

The overarching theme of ‘Escape’ inspires the candidate to consider ideas related to memory, emotion, body image and mental health. The 
candidate includes several written and visual mind maps and demonstrates endeavour in the selection of secondary sources used to inform their 
investigation, including music, film and the conceptual work of photographer, film maker and painter Christian Boltanski. 

The candidate evidences a broadening approach to their investigation with photoshoots, digital and darkroom experiments. Ideas are refined 
through a process of experimentation and review, with the exploration of projected imagery layered together to create an individual presentation 
format. 

Across the submission, the candidate evidences some technical competency and growing control in their understanding of composition, viewpoint 
and light using analogue and digital photography.  Ideas, observations, and insights are documented through descriptive but meaningful annotation 
that supports the development of ideas: “For this photo shoot I used a projector with the image in the background to create the effect of illusion”. 

The candidate evidences an emerging competent ability to create outcomes that fully realise their photographic intentions and embodies their 
investigation, interest and influences. 

For the submission to be more secure within Performance Level 3, Emerging Competent, the candidate could demonstrate a greater understanding 
of technical issues through experimenting, recording, and the overall presentation of their visual journey. 
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family - life - love - friends - happiness - joy -
hope - air - peace - dove - religion - belief -

planets - memories - dreams - nightmares -
sadness  - marriage - heartbreak - divorce -

depression - touch - light - darkness - trauma -
death -  after life - new generations - stars -
atmosphere - universe - power - attention -
community - fear- fraud - crimes -emotion 

 discrimination - sexism - violence - racism - cilvil
rights -                                   -astrology -  pain - time 

weakness - new life - star sign - chase - run
away - unsafe- domestic abuse  - grief -

seperation - anxiety - anger - mood - spirituality 
 -  past life - auction - supernatural - ghosts - out
of body experiences - lies - escape - future - past

- being free - change - intelligence  -universe
awareness - awakening - secrets - lies - space -

life forms - aliens - unknown - forces - elements -
legends - myths - places - corruption - safety -

spirts - travel - sun - decisions - species -
protection - evil - theories - jealousy - ignorance 

 - 
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I N F L U E N C E S  

. 

 

"When We Were Young" by Adele is about meeting
up with friends from the past and discussing how

things have been. 
 
 

The ultimate message of
“Stranger Things” is to hold
on to your friends, family
and memories as long as

you can

 

P!nk talks about suicide: "The great escape", meaning the
escape from life. saying she also tried running or escaping
from life, but she got more mature. She is trying to avoid

one's suicide.
 
 

 

In the movie it shows 5
emotions Joy, Sadness, Fear,

Anger and Disgust. Each
emotion is depicted in the film
as its own separate character:

in the film

man becomes invisible to stalk and terrorize his ex-
girlfriend. the movie shows the process of overcoming

deceptions and illusions to reach truth. The invisible
man torments her By blaming his brother for the

Invisible Man's behavior and denying 

Christain boltanski ,uses photographs of murder ,death ,
mental health extra blows the photos up and puts tem

in frames to show peoples individual story .
 





This photo stood out for me as  it
makes me think of many things as

the photo could portray many
different things . the eye draws
your attention , as if its looking

into your soul , the photo makes
the viewer question if the person is

in fear , going through domestic
abuse ,frightened , running away ,

escaping or could be the one
stalking another person . this

photo reminds me of someone
escaping from another being and
there eye explaining where they
are  . however this photograph is
only of an eye so we cannot be

certain who or what the person is
going through but it makes you
question who they are .To make

you intrigued to find out more
about the anonymous person in

the photo. i n my next photoshoot i
need to improve on taking more

photos and not rushing it . 

 some photos in this shot have a
blurred atmosphere creating a

effect of who the hand belongs to .
whois it ? where ? why is there a
hand ? the blurred hand implies

someones is there who shouldn't
be there like in a horror film when

hand appears . 
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illusions 



influences 



this photo i chose shows different
characters with different identities
who have different back story and

lives but ae all linked together .

this film links with domestic abuse ,  the film
is also based on a real story , about a man

who stalks and abused  his wife .  

pretty-little lair is a series on Netflix where  4
teenagers girls were abused , torched and

witnessed domestic abuse from an
anonymous person known as 'A'.

al green expresses his feelings of being
alone through his lyrics in his songs "im so

tired of being on my own " he uses his music
as a way of expressing his emotion .  

influences





for  this photo shoot i used a
projector with a image in the

background , to create the
effect of illusions as they

link with the universe , i used
black and white lines for the
background as it links with

the idea of escape as usually
the lines symbolise escape

and make me think of
escape . 

for example ,for one of my
photo , i used a black and white
circle illusion background for a
sense of someone escaping

.furthermore on one of my
other photos the background
was  blue , purple , white and

pink which links to the uniervse
as it looked like a galaxay in

the background of the photo .
what i think went well in this

photoshoot is the. photos
came out how i would like in
my nex photoshoot i hope to
take more and have more of
variety of photos to chose .





through her
eyes 



influences 



 

influences 

in this scene in it 2 the two men receive
homophobic verbal abuse for being
gay the atmosphere makes them feel
shamed for who they are and as if it
hey are wrongdoing which ends up

with one of them drowning .

in the songDuring , Anne-Marie highlights various
issues such as body confidence and mental health.

My Mad Fat Diary tells the story of Rae (Sharon
Rooney) and her attempts to assimilate back into

normal life after spending a summer in
psychiatric care following a suicide attempt.

regarding her body image .

Body dysmorphic disorder, or body
dysmorphia, is a mental health condition

where a person spends a lot of time worrying
about flaws in their appearance. 

This Rolling Stones song is a dark song that
expresses how someone who is depressed feels
inside of them. The lyrics ‘I look inside myself,
And see my heart is black’ explain the darkness
that sometimes people who are depressed feel.
That everything in the world should match the

feeling inside of them.







for this photoshoot i thought of the

idea of the  photographs are as if you

are looking through someone's eye and

from there point of view you see what

they are seeing for example; 

the photo of the eye is the individuals  

, a young girl and the other photos are

whats he can see and her interest's

.The photos tell a story of what the

girl is seeing and for instance this

photo , a beautiful colour is what the

girl can see and the pictures are as if

she is capturing the moments . however

this photoshoot also shows the beauty

of nature that we should cherish not

pollute and endanger.











for this
photoshoot my

influence of 
how many

people
struggle

mentally and
physically all

around the
world in their

everyday lives
this photo

describes how
someones

indivial body
image is how
they  perceive,
think and feel
about their 

 body. This can
include your

body size,
weight, shape

or your
appearance

more generally. 



ocean eyes 



inverts 



The Virgin Suicides floats like a
vigilant ghost across dreamy

suburban Michigan, eternalising
the despondency of female

adolescence.from a boys point of
view . 

INFLUENCES 

I chose this photo 
it shows someon
drowning which

symbolizes wha
its like to have

depression , as y
feel alone and if
there's a weight

over your should
and the only way
solving this is for t

individual to take
their life so the pa

goes . 

In this scene max has been mind controlled
and possessed by vecta who only picks on

teenagers who are struggling and for max she
just lost her brother and was depressed .

A teenager whose body was found on a Dorset clifftop
after an 11-day search had been anxious about the

imminent release from jail of a man she told police had
raped her when she was 16, an inquest jury has

heard.diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder
after the alleged rape and was worried that the man she

had accused was about to be freed. On the day she
vanished as no one believed her she was so scared of
ever seeing the man again she took herself to a cliftop

and stood there until he froze to dealth .

If they hear you they hunt you
.

this photo creates a feel of
warmth and calm.











this photo specifically stood out to me as i liked the
placement of the cloud as the sun is shinning through the

clouds and creates. feel that the clouds are trapping the sun
and also metaphorically the girl is the sun and being
trapped by things around her. i also liked he different

colours of blue . the photoshoot also shows different photos
of a young girl each photo shows a different emotion , fear

sadness , abandonment , happiness for example the
photo with a teddybear stood out to me as it shows

abandonment and she's holding on to the last thing she
has possibly it belonged to the person or been given by-the
person .furthermore it also shows loneliness and isolation

through the use of holding the teddy so tight  and the
expression on the young girls face showing how distraught

she is and grieving at a lost one  . 

for this shoot i was inspired by the storyline  of Gaia pope a
girl who no one believe she tragically took her own life

showing awareness to others . Most of my photos show
loneliness and a depressed atmosphere and state .





e s c a p e
f r o m  r e a l i t y  



mama mia ,the musical is located in greece
, many of my photographs are  taken in

greece so i feel they link well to the movie . 

I chose this movie as its about a young girl who has a
difficult relationship with her mother , and struggles with

money . who wants to escape and leave home .

The anthology series explores the
disturbing true story of Gypsy Rose

and Dee Dee Blanchard, a mother and
daughter from Springfield, Missouri,

whose complicated relationship
eventually led to a stranger-than-

fiction murder.

Ed she-ran - castle on the hill 
 

This song is inspired by the real
life Framingham Castle, in the
Suffolk town where Sheeran

grew up.and about his
childhood . 

 

INFLUENCES 



photos ; 

"Flowers in the Attic" weaves the
twisted story of the Dollanganger

kids who, after the unexpected
death of their father, are asked by

their mother Corrine to stay hidden
in the attic of their wealthy

grandparents' mansion so she can
reclaim the family fortune.





this photoshoot went really well as y
photos are very calming and relaxed

however the majority of he photos i
have taken can have different

meanings as the atmosphere is different
. 





for this shoot, my thoughts were
about breaking free , running

away and escaping reality . the
photos i have taken support the

idea of running away as they are
photos taken in Zante ,  Greece

were the atmosphere feels
calming relaxed but many stories
behind the photo . for tis photo , it

looks calming , relaxed , chilled , the
placement of he sky and the pastel
colours show the  relaxing a stress
free surroundings  , however there

is a child drowning who needed
help in the very background . which
shows the dark side of the photo as

the child is hidden which also
shows the abandonment  of a

innocent child without their adult
nearby.

THIS PHOTO IS OF A
STRAY CAT WHO

MAKES ME THNK OF
ABANDMENT LIKE A
MOTHER ABANDING

THEIR CHILD .





at ease 







I chose this  photo as it is very calming but also
makes me think of  danger as you never know

who or what is in the woods and in the evening or
in a dark atmosphere walking through the woods

is very dangerous .

Lavender works as an anxiolytic (an anxiety
reliever) and as a sedative, to increase relaxation

and calm, and help bring about sleep

based on a real experience you had where you
spent a day meandering around a city with a

young woman you'd recently met.

influences 



The simple and repetitive sound of water
allows us to rest our overstimulated brains. 

Dancing like any other physical activity
releases the neurotransmitter, endorphins

(also called happy hormones), which serve to
reduce stress and cause our bodies to feel

calm, happy and optimistic.

calming 
relaxed 

stress free 

be at ease rest

peace 

happy. mental health







For this shoot used the idea of how
individuals use different methods to feel

relaxed . I used my photos to show the
different ways you can relax . for example
candle , many people use candles to feel

more relaxed , as the soothing effect that
candles have is based on how the brain
processes smells. The smell of scented

candles stimulates our limbic system, the
part of the brain that is home to our memory

and emotions.Hormones like serotonin and
dopamine can be produced to help regulate
mood.Another example is Sky gazing as it

has been scientifically proven to reduce
stress levels by helping you put your

emotions in perspective. Which links into Rain
sounds is a rhythmic ticking sound, which

sounds like a wonderful lullaby that can help
people fall asleep quickly. Studies have found
that when rain sounds enters people's brain,

brain unconsciously relaxes and produces
alpha waves, which are very close to the

state of brain when human sleeps .
 

on the other hand,  some photos in my shoot
are about not being relaxed, being on

edge ,  feeling on edge ,  not coping vey
well , stressed , the opposite of being

relaxed  and furthermore. i like this shoot
as it shows - being relaxed and not being

relaxed.  







The stones on a grave is a physical way
to honor the deceased. Stones last longer

physically than flowers. They are
everlasting and permanent like the
memory of the deceased. , to feel

connected to them . 

retreated into the
woods to live a

solitary life must
fight for her life in

silence when a
masked killer

appears at her
window. 
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A dangerously charming,

intensely obsessive young
man goes to extreme

measures to insert himself
into the lives of those he is

transfixed by.

James arthur in his song safe
inside , speaks about not
feeling safe or relaxed
without a someone he

needs . 

After a young man is
murdered, his spirit stays
behind to warn his lover

of impending danger,
with the help of a
reluctant psychic.







for this photo shoot i based my idea and theme of darkness shadows ,
The fear of the dark (and all of its shadows) is a common for people to be
scared of ,  because our eyes tend to play tricks on us when the lights are
low. A jacket hanging on the door can easily morph into a silhouette, and
a pile of blankets could suddenly look like someone lurking in your bed. 
 For my shoot the photo i have inserted on the right i based the photo on
dark humanoid figures , commonly known as shadow people , they can
be extremely scary and unsettling to people who experience seeing them
. however defining exactly what shadow people are and if they are actually

paranormal or is it a human . 





The movie terrifer is abouT
crazy clown stalks and tries to

kill three women in a
wretched old apartment

building on Halloween night.

A ghost is the soul or spirit of a dead person
or animal that can appear to the living. In

ghostlore, descriptions of ghosts vary widely
from an invisible presence to translucent or

barely visible wispy shapes, to realistic, lifelike
forms. 

Scream 1 ; A year after the murder of her
mother, a teen

age girl is terrorized by a new killer, who
targets the girl and her friends by using
horror films as part of a deadly game.
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vampire-themed romance fantasy , the
movie  and book  is base mostly in the

woods with a sight of fog .

A summer of fun turns into a gruesome fight for
survival as a killer terrorizes Camp Nightwing

in the cursed town of Shadyside.
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spooky nightmare darkness ghostly 
spooky mystery 



While Nina is perfect for
the role of the White
Swan, Lily personifies

the Black Swan. As
rivalry between the two
dancers transforms into

a twisted friendship,
Nina's dark side begins

to emerge.

"'Breathe Me' is
about feeling

worried, generally
anxious. Being

overwhelmed by
your own inner

dialogue 

an idyllic housewife
living in a company
town who begins to

suspect a sinister
secret being kept

from its residents by
the man who runs it,

having strange
things happening to

her .

A young woman, dealing with anorexia,
meets an unconventional doctor who

challenges her to face her condition and
embrace life ,empathise with people with

anorexia and their families. 

a couple who, after the
death of their unborn

child, adopt a
psychopathic nine-year-

old girl with a
mysterious past.

 









light room
 

i used lightroom to darken
the cloud from the original
photo , to fit more to the
theme of horror , ghosts ,

supernatural . as the
darkness and shadows in

the photo looks like people
and animals , for example
in the top left hand Conor

there is a animal like figure

orginal photo 





Feeder File 



A1

In this photo the majority of the
photographs are of a young girl
portrayed as  innocent young

however the atmosphere is gloomy ,
blurry creating a sense of danger

maybe foreshadowing danger yet  to
come . 

breathe 



A2

this folder , the photos are very light colours and the scenery is very
peaceful and calming .more so this folder reminds me of the film mamma

mia  following  colours and atmosphere , cal and peceful through the
colours as they are very ligh , futhermore the water and sunse whch are

lnked peace and feeling a ease .

at ease 



A3
for this folder the ideas are about body

image and ways of coping like lavender and
flowers can be used to relieve stress .

linking with mental health the path photo
stands out for me as in life we have many

paths to go down and everyones path in life
is different like our mental healths .which is

completely normal . 
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A4
 A red poppy is a symbol of both Remembrance and

hope for a peaceful future. Poppies are worn as a
show of support for the Armed Forces community.

The poppy is a well-known and well-established
symbol, one that carries a wealth of history and

meaning with it. these photos link with sorrow the
emotions-the cat alone and isolated . 

i see you 



for this A5 folder it reminded me of illusions and a
idea of horror  as the photos are blurry and for

example the eye , who's eye is it ? what emotion's
are they feeling . The fourth photo for me is my

best edit as it is in the majority of my folders as the
face blur links with many of my photoshoots

,linking with  , horror , a sense of illusions and a
supernatural atmosphere through the use of two

faces .

A

5

illusions 



A6

in this folder i chose these photos as the photos show
many different emotions and atmospheres 

number 1 ; fear , 2; danger  3; shocked ,
supernatural ,peace , 6; ghost like ,unnatural

figure 8; horror , 9; loneliness , 10; abandonment . 

1 2 
3

4 5 6

7

8

9

10 

where are you ?



A7

for my A7 folder the photographs give a sense of a
supernatural atmosphere in the 5 th photo the girls
face is disfigured like something or someone pulling
out her soul . correlating with the material wrapped

round the figure the photos are very mysterious ,
many people associated fog with ghosts as the

atmosphere of fog also creates a blurry atmosphere
which is very unsettling . 

covered up



A8

for my A8 folder my thoughts were based  on flames
the sky and the atmosphere it creates a sense of

warmth however the darkness of some f the photos
makes me think of the individual feeling scared ,

unsafe as the dark could be portrayed in many
different ways and normally many people are scared f
darkness as it correlates with danger as the world we

live in could be a dangerous place .

flames 



b1 
i picked these four

photos as they stood out
to me , the  innocence

and purity of the young
girl however being so

young the photos show a
sense of isolation ,

loneliness the majority
of these phots shows the

young girls facial
expression as sad ,
showing the girl is
maybe mooring  or

grieving over someone
or something . in the last

photo i shows he girl s
clenching onto  her 

 Teddy as if  the person
she is  grieving   over as
if is the last thing she 
 has left of the person
she lost ,  showing no
matter  someones age

we all go through things
throughout our lives and
our childhoods are very

different  .  



B2
the four photos

show peace ,
patience and
are calming . 



B3
the 4 photos show love and passion , peace , giving someone
flowers or seeing flowers usually reminds us of a los one for
examplle ; war poppies are for rememberer , however many

people give another floowers to show here love  for them  , or
as a present for another . 



B4

i chose these
four photos are
they al link
with identity
however we do
not know who

the person is . 



final photos 
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